
A Roadmap to Moving 
Body Inclusivity Forward:

Thoughtful Steps to Adding More 
Sizes to Include More Women



ABLE is a brand that seeks to empower women – all women. Our mission is to create go-to wardrobe pieces that empower both the 
women who wear them and the women who make them. However, as we’ve worked toward growing our apparel collection from just a 
few pieces when we initially launched, we’ve realized the need to include more sizes in our assortment. In Fall of 2020, we decided to make 
quick and drastic moves to adding more sizes.

While we know we have more work to do and more size and fit options to add, this roadmap serves as an honest, step-by-step guide 
intended to encourage brands and customers alike.

To our customers and community: Our number one goal when designing products is to make beautiful pieces responsibly so that you 
can feel like your most confident, empowered self – while knowing your purchase has helped women around the world feel the same way. 
We hope that as you read through this roadmap, you are able to better understand the steps we have taken in our journey toward body 
inclusivity, our thoughtfulness and intention behind each one, and (most importantly) where we plan to go. While we are excited about 
the progress we have made, we understand we have more to learn and there is more work to be done.
This roadmap serves as an invitation for you to follow along in our journey, share with your favorite brands who you’d love to see 
extend their sizes, and open the line of communication between us. We are so grateful for you and your openness to share your story 
and experiences. Your feedback has allowed us to create pieces you can be proud to wear and gift to your friends. These pieces aren’t 
“just clothes” to us; we recognize the power behind a woman who shows up as her best self. We believe every woman should have the 
opportunity to do exactly that.

To our fellow brands and designers: We are not competitors; we are partners in making clothing for women. We hope that as you read 
through this roadmap, you are encouraged and empowered to take the steps in your own journey toward adding more sizes. Our team 
was so grateful for industry partners who were willing to speak with us and share some insights to help us along. We want to be good 
stewards of that information and are sharing what we did, what worked, and what we learned along the way. While our team is still 
learning, we are dedicated to doing right by women of all sizes. We would love to hear how your journey plays out, what worked for your 
team, and what insight you can share as well.

We believe it’s possible to create an industry where all women truly belong, but it’s going to take all of us linking arms to make it happen. 
Let’s come alongside one another to truly move fashion (and body inclusivity) forward.

Whitney, ABLE Fashion + Design Director
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Internal
Game Plan

Step 1:

To get all of your teams aligned on what you’re 
doing, why, and how to practically make it happen. 
It’s crucial that every team understands and is fully 
bought in, as this helps each team better execute 
their part in the process.

Goal.

Start by emphasizing why you’re adding more sizes. 
As you move into the logistics and navigate potential 
roadblocks, it will keep your teams motivated to 
continue coming up with innovative solutions.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

• Ask yourself: Who internally needs to be involved and at what points? What information do you need to know before starting 
the development process?

• Do your industry research: What are other companies doing? What sizes are they offering? What percentage of their assortment 
includes extended sizing?

• Consider increased development costs: What can our budget do? Where can we cut costs in other places to achieve this process?

Identify your ideal launch date and start plotting key deliverables going backwards. This will be based on your company’s 
culture and business needs.

• Consider margin implications: What will potential increased cost of goods do to the bottom line? How can your team 
approach the extension strategically within your margins?

• Think through the percentage and categories of the collection: What investments are right for the customer experience 
and representation – and will also work for your budget?

+

Meet with key team members and review the proposed timeline in detail and discuss any potential roadblocks or challenges.
For example, we discussed staffing, the expedited timeline, and model representation at photo shoots.

+

Have a clear understanding of your current sizing offerings. To do this, analyze sales: Is there a certain size you see high returns 
in? If so, dive deeper into why to pinpoint potential issues that you may need to address prior to extending.

+

     ABLE Example: This was the step where we realized that before we could add more sizes, we needed to adjust our current  
     grading first. The increments of measurement between our larger sizes was too small. For example, our size 4 was “true to  
     size” across the industry, but our size 12 tended to be smaller than industry standard.

     ABLE TIP: Hold a preliminary staff try-on to get in-the-moment feedback on current fit and grading.

◊   Additional samples 
◊   Additional fit and photography models
◊   Your development budget – you might need to hire additional staff or independent contractors to manage the additional workload
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Research
Step 2:

To develop an educated understanding of your 
audience and the measurements of sizing of other 
brands. Then, use that knowledge and insight to 
find a fit model, establish your grading, and create 
a sloper.

Goal.

Empathy is key. Look at your customer and recognize: 
she is not a sales number but a human being with 
thoughts, feelings, and years of potentially painful 
experiences from being marginalized and excluded. 
Seek to understand the women who have been 
excluded and marginalized (especially if you aren’t 
part of this community). It’s about her.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

This was the most important part of this whole process. Everything we did beyond this point referenced back to the insight 
and understanding we gained from our focus group. One of the main things we realized was how many women wanted to 
shop our apparel collection, but they couldn’t because we didn’t offer their size.

+

$   ABLE BUDGET TIP: When you’re missing sales data to inform specific investment decisions, having feedback from real   
     women who are eager to shop your brand helps make those decisions a little easier.

Host a focus group (or multiple!)

• To get you started, see how we hosted our own focus group and what questions we asked to gain more understanding
• We also sent a customer survey with similar questions to compile two groups of information to compare. Your company might 

have the financial means to outsource this process, but we utilized our existing email list.
• However you decide to do this – the most important thing is to do it! As you continue through these steps, you’ll notice how 

many times we came back to the insights and understanding we learned. It was a truly humbling and enriching experience.
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We looked at plus-size brands (brands that only offer sizes 14 and up) and those that offered extended sizing (brands that 
offered additional sizes – XXS - 3X, for example), and focused on brands that our focus group named as brands they liked 
to shop and that fit well.

+

Conduct industry sizing research

We created a chart of where our current sizes fell, compared to these other brands. At the time, our sizes included XXS-XL. 
As you can see, we were “falling short” of other retailers and needed to adjust our sizes before expanding the range. We 
added size XXL before extending to 1X-3X.

+

     ABLE TIP: Sizes vary throughout the industry, which causes a lot of confusion for customers. Be mindful of this in your   
     process to create a better customer experience with your brand.

We chose to focus on the body measurements rather than the sizes. We made note of how our measurements lined up 
with other brands in the industry rather than trying to match their sizes.

+

Once we established our sample sizes, we laid out our grade rules – or our measurement system for how we increase in 
size. While these rules are important in guiding you as you add more sizes, it’s also important to remember that they’re a 
starting point. Adding more sizes is not just about making them bigger. (More on this in Step Four.)

+
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We sourced fit models through modeling agencies and held a casting to find the best women for ABLE’s needs.+

Find a fit model

Some challenges and learnings from ABLE:+

◊   Finding models who are available and are able to maintain consistent measurements.
◊   Proportions and body shapes are more variable in larger sizes. Selecting the body type to best represent your customer can   
     be a challenging decision.
◊   Body measurements listed by the modeling agency are commonly inaccurate so it's important to measure all candidates   
     during the casting.
◊   Download ABLE’s model measurements template here, in case you need the resource.

During the casting, we looked for models who would best represent our size 1X customer and align with body size standards 
from ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials – an industry standard for measurements and proportions).

+

We photographed the models in several market samples to have as additional information to make our decision. We got our 
samples from brands our focus group mentioned – and loved hearing natural feedback from the models during the try-on.

+

ABLE TIP: It’s important to remember and be respectful of the trauma a lot of women have with measurements and their 
bodies. Here are a few things to consider when measuring and fitting:

◊   Make sure your measuring tape is an appropriate length prior to starting a measurement session.
◊   Create a calm and comforting environment for the measurements to be taken.
◊   Stay professional and to-the-point, especially if you are looking for honest feedback about product and fit. Don’t assume        
     they will like (or not like) something. This is true for any size. It’s not empowering to tell someone how they feel; rather, let   
     them express how they feel freely.
◊   Keep your comments about the clothing, not the model’s body.

ABLE TIP: Make sure the models you cast don’t just fit your product, but fit your brand and mission. Our fit models ended up 
serving as a focus group for us throughout the process, freely providing feedback and insights along the way that greatly 
impacted the decisions we made.
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Once you find your fit model, start the process of making your sloper.+

Create a sloper

◊   A sloper is a template that is used to create every pattern that will eventually turn into your patterns for every style. 
     Each sloper is based on a fit model’s measurements. In our case, we have a small (size 4) and a 1X (size 16) sloper.
   ABLE TIP: Our pattern maker did two rounds of slopers to perfect our fit, so make sure you have allotted extra time
     in your calendar for this.

After perfecting our sloper, we digitized them and provided them to our vendor partners to start creating 1X patterns. 
Once our 1X fit is approved, we will be able to create each size up to 3X.

+
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This next part may sound familiar to you as we move into more of a standard 
design process of planning, development, fittings, investment, etc. – except we 
were more equipped with invaluable knowledge and insight into our customer 
base because of our focus group and research. As we continue to provide tips 
and examples for what these steps looked like for us, we can’t stress enough 

how these first couple steps were crucial to the process.
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Line Plan +
Assortment
Planning

Step 3:

To decide what you’re going to start development on. 

Goal.

$  ABLE BUDGET TIP:

ABLE Advice.

Find what works for your brand! You don’t have to add 
more sizes to every piece in your first collection. While 
established brands might do that and roll out their 
“inclusive” collection, it’s okay to take steps toward your 
goal as a way to see what works and continue to add 
more sizing options to your pieces as you gain sales data.
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Take the step.

We decided that over 60% of our Spring 2022 apparel collection would include sizes XXS-3X. Our Fashion Director 
suggested that we start with knits, and this selection ended up putting us over 60%. This may look different for your 
brand, based on your resources.

+

Based on the measurements we mentioned in Step Two, lining up with other brands, and ASTM, we decided to start by 
going up to 3X.

+
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Development
Step 4:

To design (or tweak) pieces that will be included
in your collection.

Goal.

Keep in mind that not every piece has to fit every body, 
but there should be a piece in every collection for every 
body. Adding more variety in your designs accounts for 
different styles and tastes to reach more women.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

ABLE TIPS:

We started with extending the size range of our best sellers and core styles within our existing assortment because we 
knew these sold well to our current customers. This was a great place to start to test the size and fit without the risk of 
introducing a new style altogether. This also meant that sales data could be directly attributed to the success of the size 
and fit, not the style.

+

◊   While we have general grading rules, as we added more sizes beyond XXL, we often make adjustments to make it “make   
     sense” for each style. For example, we have learned (through try-ons and fittings) to increase the lengths of tops in size XL   
     and larger – more than the ‘standard’ grade – as women in these sizes often need more length. 
◊   It will be a little trickier to take an existing style and create larger sizes because you won’t be able to fit sample sizes    
     alongside one another, but it’s worth the effort.

We also started with knit styles and select woven styles, as it’s easier to fit knit fabric and offers more flexibility in regards 
to fit. We didn’t just stick to basic tees – it was important for us to offer more fashionable styles within the collection, 
including jackets, dresses, matched sets, and jumpsuits.

+

At ABLE sketch review, where design proposes fabrics, silhouettes, and styles, we also discussed which styles we would be 
offering in more sizes based on the data we had compiled from focus groups, surveys, fittings, and try-ons.

+

ABLE TIP: Send your tech packs together so that your samples come in at the same time so that you can fit them at the 
same time. (More on this in the next step.)

• Tech packs are what our designers send to our vendor partners to create samples. They include every detail, measurement, 
button placement, fabric, etc. of the garment.
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Fittings
Step 5:

To make adjustments to the pattern based on how 
it fits on an actual person, taking both sample sizes 
into consideration at the same time.

Goal.

Look for tweaks and subtle details that will eliminate 
the awkward “leap” between your previous largest 
size and your additional sizes. This establishes 
uniformity across all sizes.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

Fit each style in both sizes within the same week to ensure the fit adjustments don’t cause different sizes to stray from 
overall design intent. For example, if we decide the length needs to be 1" shorter on the 1X, we may reduce length grade 
S-XXL to be 1/4" instead of 1/2".

+

ABLE TIP: You may have to tweak the original design to enable a better fit in all sizes.  For example, our Maha leather 
jacket needed a princess seam to allow for the jacket to be zipped comfortably without having to size up. This was the 
most apparent in the 1X, but it made the fit better across all sizes.
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Line Review
+ Investment

Step 6:

To look at the entire collection in every colorway and 
by the launch date of each piece – and to decide how 
many of each size in every piece to buy.

Goal.

Don’t forget why you’re doing this. As your planning 
team makes decisions about what to buy, remember 
that you are the representative of your customer in the 
room. Use your voice to advocate for her. You may also 
take it a step further by including voices from the plus-
size community to speak into these decisions as well.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

ABLE TIP: The first time you make these decisions will be tricky, since you don’t have sales information yet. That’s okay! The goal is 
to learn and quickly course correct with your teams.

Aim to communicate the importance of balancing the investment from a data perspective and the importance of 
representing women.

+

ABLE TIP: While we might not have had sales data to help make investment decisions, we were able to be more confident in what 
we decided to do based on feedback from real women who were eager to shop our brand.

While reviewing the styles, discuss which ones you think will be popular in extended sizing and why. This is where we were 
able to share feedback from our focus group and relay what they said they were looking for and what they were excited 
about. We also got feedback from influencer partners in this size range to ensure we were hearing a variety of different 
voices and opinions.

+

After product and investment review, we looked at the final impact on our margin. The cost to make our pieces in sizes 1X-
3X is more than pieces in sizes XXS-XXL. Adding more sizes while keeping every size at the same price does affect margin 
and will need to be taken into account.

+
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Final Tweaks
Step 7:

To make any final adjustments to the style based 
on feedback from multiple people of different 
shapes and sizes.

Goal.

Accept that, despite all of your hard work up to 
this point, you still haven’t fully “arrived” and you 
have more to learn. Be willing to fail fast and make 
adjustments. It will make your product stronger in 
the long run.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

• Increasing body length grades in size XL and larger
• Reducing sleeve openings 
• Shortening sleeve lengths 

If you’re a smaller brand like ABLE, we were only able to see a limited number of sample sizes due to budget constraints. 
Going forward, we built in calendar time to review pre-production samples in a larger range of sizes.

+

We didn’t have to make major changes in this stage for the initial collection, some examples of tweaks we did make are: +

ABLE TIP: Remember – your fit models will always be your “standard” or your “constant.” But, it is also important to fit and 
wear test on other body shapes and sizes to meet your customer with the best product.
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Learn +
Repeat

Step 8:

To release your collection, find out what you don’t 
know yet, establish new questions you want to find 
answers to, and prepare to start back on step one 
to continue adding more sizes.

Goal.

Filter the feedback. You can’t make tweaks to match 
every person’s preference, but look for overarching 
themes in the feedback you receive.

ABLE Advice.
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Take the step.

• Bumping up our timeline for adding sizes up to 5X.
• Extending our sizes in cross-categories, like jewelry, leather, and shoes. More ring sizes, wide-width shoes, and longer strap 

lengths on bags were called out, in particular. (We are currently in the process of following this roadmap for our shoe category 
as we improve fit and add wide-width shoes to our assortment.)

• We have added a 3X / 24W fit model. (See Step Two for more on this!)

We are listening for feedback and taking notes. We receive feedback from the reviews left on our website, our customer 
service department, continued try-ons, and by having our focus group come back to try on the pieces they inspired.

+

We are currently on this step! We’re proud of the pieces we’ve made available so far, and we’re 
excited to be able to empower more women through them. Here is what this step looks like for us:

Initially, we invited a group of influencers of varying sizes to come, experience ABLE’s Spring Apparel Collection (with over 
60% available in XXS-3X), and provide feedback. Some things we learned and how we are continuing to grow include:

+

• Adding length to certain styles
• Seam placement at the waist
• Fabric preferences

Other feedback we have received so far includes:+
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“It is so encouraging to be able to feel beautiful 
in clothes and not feel disappointed after 
everything you put on.”
Overall, we have received a lot of positive feedback for the pieces we’ve added to our collection, the way we thoughtfully 
approach how we talk about our additional sizes, and how we’ve made shopping in store and online more accessible and 
comfortable. We attribute our success to the women who freely shared their experiences, preferences, and feedback with us 
during our focus group, during try-ons, and fittings.

+

• We’ve heard positive feedback about the way we haven’t claimed to be “size inclusive” but rather have added “more sizes,” 
acknowledging that we have more to offer but aren’t done working.

• For our online shopping experience, we have added more size representation to our imagery, “more sizes” language, tags that 
call out what’s available in sizes XXS-3X, and model information. For our in-store shopping experience, we have all sizes available 
to try on, mannequins in varying sizes to showcase our favorite looks, and more size representation in our imagery.

"To get the amount of  clothes I just got that fit and make me feel pretty 
would’ve taken multiple shopping trips in multiple stores and a lot of  
discouragement.”

• Our fit model brought in a friend to try on pieces, and while she was nervous she would have a bad experience, she ended up 
leaving with a dozen pieces of new clothing and tears of joy.
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Over 60%
up to 3X 

Spring 
Collection 

2022

79% up to 3X

95% of apparel up 
to 3X, select jewelry 
in extended sizing, 

and adaptive leather 
designs

Fall 
Collection 

2022

100% of apparel up to 3X 
+ introducing denim up to 
a 24W, leather to include 

more adaptive design 
details to fit more sizes 

and abilities

Long and short inseam lengths, wide-width shoes

Other things we’re talking about

A timeline for adding more
size + fit options at ABLE

Summer
Collection

2022

Spring 
Collection 

2023

100% of apparel 
up to 5X

Fall 
Collection 

2023
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We’re not kidding when we say we’re here for customer 
feedback and to come alongside other brands who are 
taking the first step toward adding more sizes.

To continue the conversation, ask questions, or provide 
feedback, email us at
movingfashionforward@ableclothing.com.

Okay,
now what?
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